SPOTLIGHT

African American Literature for
Students

CELEBRATE
AFRICAN
AMERICAN
LITERATURE

African American Literature for
Students contains easily accessible
and content-rich discussions of the
literary and historical background of
14 works from various time
periods.
The works—not previously covered
in any For Students series—are
comprised of a variety of genres,
including novels, poems, short
stories, and dramas. The entries
include works by frequently studied
and well-established authors as well
as by more contemporary, up-andcoming authors.
Within the pages of African American
Literature for Students, young
researchers will discover everything
they need to complete homework
assignments and lead classroom
discussions.

eISBN: 9780028666754
eBook: $202.40

more

Print ISBN: 9780028666747
Print: $184.00

SPOTLIGHT:
AUTHORS & WORKS
American Street by Ibi Zoboi
As Brave as You by Jason Reynolds
For My People by Margaret Walker
Outcast by Claude McKay
Riot or Revolt by Henry Dumas
Steady Going Up by Maya Angelou
Stick Fly by Lydia R. Diamond
Zooman and the Sign by Charles Fuller
The Blacker the Berry by Wallace Thurman
Haunted Oak by Paul Laurence Dunbar
Mercy by Tyehimba Jess
One Friday Morning by Langston Hughes
Non-Zero Probabilities by N.K. Jemisin
Daughter by Asha Bandele

NEW FOR STUDENTS SPECIAL
EDITIONS!

READY FOR THE CLASSROOM

Brand new entries on works that are part of the literary
canon and most studied, as well as more contemporary
and popular works. Entries include:
• Author biography
• Plot/poem summaries and character
descriptions
• Themes and style
• Historical context
• Critical overview
• Criticism
• Sources, further reading and search terms

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Coming August 2020
eISBN: 9780028666884
eBook: $202.40

Print ISBN: 9780028666877
Print: $184.00

Gale’s new special editions highlight minority
and LGBTQIA+ literature, providing muchneeded representation of literary works for ALL
students. The classic and contemporary works
covered also include a discussion of the social,
political, cultural, and historical context of each
work.

800.877.4253
gale.com/repfinder

Each entry is classroom ready with additional features
such as:
• Critical thinking questions
• Classroom activities
• Primary sources
• Media adaptions
• Compare/contrast

NICOLE ALBRECHT, GVRL SPECIALIST
Nicole is a certified high school teacher from Michigan
and has her master’s degree in Curriculum & Instruction
with a focus on Adolescent Literacy. As a former teacher,
Nicole recognizes the importance of curating eBook
collections that meet the needs of the school and its
students. Follow Nicole on Twitter @GVRLNicole.

